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This flexible, backtrack-free process saves sales people time and creates a superior customer experience. Built
for the global enterprise, Configit Quote allows for different approval logic for different regions. Approval
management Minimize human errors and revenue leakage with role-driven user management and rule-driven
approval workflows. Guided by instant feedback, you can configure, price and quote without any errors. Built
for the global enterprise, Configit Quote allows for different approval logic for different regions. This flexible,
backtrack-free process saves sales people time and creates a superior customer experience. Configuration data
management Configit Quote is the only front-office CPQ that knows what the back office is doing. Its rule
engine is capable of handling very complex approval rules both commercial and technical and comes with a
standard API. Guided selling and intuitive configuration Configit Quote allows you to configure products in
the order that suits the customer. Built in enterprise-level support for multiple product catalogs and pricing
schemes for both configurable and non-configurable materials. Built in enterprise-level support for multiple
product catalogs and pricing schemes for both configurable and non-configurable materials. Approval
management Minimize human errors and revenue leakage with role-driven user management and rule-driven
approval workflows. Guided selling and intuitive configuration Configit Quote allows you to configure
products in the order that suits the customer. Unmatched performance inspires implementation confidence
CPQ implementation projects often fail from a lack of core configuration capability. Its rule engine is capable
of handling very complex approval rules both commercial and technical and comes with a standard API.
Unmatched performance inspires implementation confidence CPQ implementation projects often fail from a
lack of core configuration capability. This patented technology provides the predictability, scalability and
performance to take on the most complex products and global CPQ implementations. This patented
technology provides the predictability, scalability and performance to take on the most complex products and
global CPQ implementations. Guided by instant feedback, you can configure, price and quote without any
errors. Configuration data management Configit Quote is the only front-office CPQ that knows what the back
office is doing.


